
SEARCH AND RESCWE TRAINING SESSION 
, Sept• .15-16 

Harpers Ferry, West Virginia 

The actual search and rescue will take place on Maryland 
Heights, across the Potomac River from Harpers Ferry proper. 

Situation (what happened before we got here), 

Friday, in the late afternoon, two young boys were climbing 
up the cliffs. One of them took a fall of 15-20 feet, landing on 
a ledge. When his friend reached him, he was incoherent and semi
conscious. The friend didn't note any broken bones, but the boy
had hit his ~ad on the ledge, and was bleeding from a small cut 
on his head. The friend tried to haul him up the remaining 20 feet 
or so to the top, but couldn't. He then left several candy bars 
and his jacket with the victim, and went to NPS headquarters for 
help. When Park Service personnel reached the ledge, the victim 
was gone -- apparently he had regained consciousness and climbed 
to the top, as no body was found near the bottom or on the cliffs. 
When there was no sign of the victim by nightfall, the Park Service 
put S&R on alert. After a daylight search of nearby roads, houses 
and trails, S&R was called in to search the area above the cliffs 
and to perform an evacuation if necessary. 

Our plans for' 

Saturda;y 

Meet at 10 a.m. at the Park Service Visitor Center. After 
initial organization and assignment, we will have a short training
session in search techniques we will use in this exercise. Then 
the actual search operation will run until the victim has been 
found, or until 5 p.m., whichever is earlier. Time permitting, 
we may have a short critique session. 

We will then have a break for dinner until 8 p.m. (A good 
place to eat is Hilltop House - buffet $4.50) 

At 8 p.m., at Highacre (on Church St., ask for specific 
directions if you don't know its location), there will be a slide 
show demonstration of some basic resC~e skills, particularly in 
handling a Stokes litter. 

Sunday 

Meet at Visitors Center at 10 a.m. A short demonstration 
on rescue litter handling will be followed by a demonstration of 
the evacuation of the "victim" from Maryland Hts. 

The session, is scheduled to end at 4 pm. 

CAMPING - A camping area will be available for S&R participants\/ at Harpers Ferry Caverns (see map). Lodging is availa
ble at Highacre and at Hilltop House. 
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